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Professor Yatzeck returns from sabbatical abroad

by Katrina Miles

Professor Yatzeck in class before his trip abroad
Ju st two weeks after a after effects that these events
failed coup attempt, Professor have had on the Russian
Richard Yatzeck was ap economy and the Russian way
pointed director of the ACM of life.
off campus Russian seminar
His job there was not to
in Krasnadar. He was there teach which is something Pro
long p n m ir r h t o o b s e r v e t h e fessor Yatzeck says is unusual,
after effects of the attempt , but to make sure the program
the fall of communism and the ran smoothly. His job was to

"seethat there was food and a
refridgerator and when they
took a trip to Moscow or
Leningrad to see that they got
there and back safely,"...and
generally to see that e v rybody learned some russian and
got home in one piece.”
The main difficulity at
the State University of the
Kurgon this fall was that the
director who runs the school
left. When the director wasn’t
there -no one else had any
authority. “I had to operate
there by writing letters back
to C hicago...com plaining
about what we didn’t have in
Russia. Then the Russianssince I faxed these letters
home-would translate the let
ters before they were sentthey would call the rector who
was in Columbus Ohio, and he
would tell them what to do.”
Professor Yatzeck said of
early August 1991 “...thecoup,
is something that’s interest
ing to americans.”
Here in America we cel
ebrated Yeltsin as a great

democrat and the Russian
people for defending their be
ginning democracy. The Rus
sians on the other hand held
different opinions. “ I didn’t
meet a Russian who thought
they had heroically defended
Yeltsin or democracy against
the secret police.” said
Yatzeck. What the Russians
thought, he stated was that
Gorbachev staged to coup on
purpose to get western sym
pathy and money.
No Russian could be
lieve th at the secret police
were as stupid as they were
made out to be during the coup.
“Every Russian I talked to
thought that the secret police
knew enough to shoot Yeltsin
and close down the radio sta
tions, and close down the
newpapers and do what they
like,” says Yatzeck. “They’ve
done th at for over seventy
years, th at they had suddenly
forgot how to do that struck
Russians as very strange.”
They didn’t believe for
a minute that there was this

great upwelling of democratic
feeling against the hardliners
in the Soviet Union at that
time. The time spent in Rus
sia had a trumatic effect on
Yatzeck although t, he’d visited
there several times before.
“To boil down a very
complicated experience which
I am still trying to under
stand... Russians now are liv
ing by means of their connec
tions,” connections from the
time before communism. The
people who are running Rus
sia now are the same people
who ran it under communism.
When Russians use the word
democrat, they use it cynically.
“Democrats- what they mean
is a communist who realized
in time th at he’d better start
talking democratically if he
wanted to stay in power.”
Since they can only
talk to factory managers, min
isters of the government or
officials who were mainly offi
cials un d er com m unism .
(Yatzek cont. on p. 5)

John Birch Society visits Lawrence
by Sven White

On Tuesday, December
th ird Don Fotheringham ,
manager of the Field Support
Team for the John Birch Soci
ety, spoke at Sage Lounge for
an audience of over 50 stu
dents. Mr. Fotheringham was
the guest of the Lawrence Po
litical Science Club’s first in
stallment ofits “Fireside Chat”
series, a campus forum fea
turing people involved in poli
tics trom the local community.
The Political Science Club is a
nonpartisan student organi
zation which encourages free,
open debate and discussion of
issues and politics on campus.
Mr. Fotheringham began

by explaining that the John
Birch Society was formed
thirty three years ago by Rob
ert Welch, who was convinced
that the United States was
“breaking away from thefoundation laid by our founders.”
While chapters exist in every
state, the organization’s na
tional headquarters is located
in Appleton. The society was
named after Captain John
Birch, who was killed by Chi
nese soldiers just days after
the end of the Second World
War. John Birch was “the first
American casualty of the Cold
War.”
The basic philosophy of
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the John Birch Society,-Mr.
Fotheringham said, is th at
“government is nothing more
than a collective right to self
defense.”Government may not
go beyond this, he said, be
cause it would infringe on
people’s inalienable rights of
life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. He stated that the
beliefs of the organization can
be found in the Federalist
Papers and the writings of
Locke and Montesqieu.
“The John Birch Society
stands for less government
and more individual responsi
bility,” Mr. Fotheringham de
clared. He explained that the
government has too many
laws, and has become “too fat
and heavy.” The John Birch
Society believes that the fed
eral government should exer
cise only the powers explicitly
given to it in the Constitution.
After describing the fun
damental beliefs and values
ofthe John Birch Society, Mr.
Fotheringham fielded ques
tions from the audience. The
discussion centered mostly on
where the organization stood
on certain issues. In summary,
Mr. Fotheringham also dis
cussed the following:
(Birch cont. on p. 12)

Moijmer Polvolny, Professor Emeritus of Government, is
actingas interimPresident ofLawrence duringRik Warch’s
absence

Lawrence student earns
Rhodes Scholarship
P eter A. Ruprecht of
Twin Falls, Idaho, a Lawrence
University senior majoring in
physics, has been selected a
Rhodes Scholar and will study
for two years at Oxford Uni
versity in England. He was
one of 32 selected nationally
for the prestigious scholarship.

A Phi Beta Kappa a t
Lawrence, Ruprecht is also the
captain of the Lawrence fenc
ing team.
Among th e q u a litie s
sought by 50 state selection
committees and eight district
committees are proven aca(Rhodes corn, on p. 4)
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From the Editor's desk
The second week of the second term has arrived and
the students of Lawrence are busy getting back into their
individual routines. Winter Break is now behind us and we
have returned to the friendly confines of Lawrence Univer
sity.
Each time I leave Lawrence and return home I enter
into another world. Lawrence has a collection of individu
als that are very much the same. For the most part, we all
come from a similar economic background and schooling,
our meals are provided for us and we have the opportunity
to sleep in a warm bed. We all realize that the world outside
of Appleton is far more complicated than the one that we
live in every day. The people attending Lawrence all, for the
most part, are willing to coexist with one another, whether
it bejat parties or in the classroom. People are tolerant of
one another. Outside of Lawrence is a different matter
people are not as tolerant and little events explode to create
prejudices.
Inside Lawrence there are no incidents of violence
related to a racial prejudice, for that matter there is little
violence at all. What am I try to point out by making these
simple observations? The world of today has placed far
more obsticals in the way of success than what we will learn
in our four years at Lawrence. If one is to succeed in our
world of today a formal education, like the one Lawrence
offers us, is not enough. One must also learn how to live in
a world where people are working for their own advance
ment. Everyone attending Lawrence, whether they like it
or not, are here to further their education. Within our
community everyone is looking to achieve a similar goal
and no one is competing against another. In order for one
to become successful in the outside world one must have a
worldly education.
T^e world that we will eventually all enter into is
much more competitive and hostile than the one we have
the priviledge of living in today. It will be difficult to achieve
the economic means to live like you do now. A Lawrence
education does not guarantee anyone a successful job. My
point is, the education of an individual includes more than
what Lawrence has to offer and life outside our cohesive
community is difficult, soon we will all have to fend for
ourselves. Life will become more complicated than a final
exam.
______________David Eliot. Executive Editor
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The hypocrisy of American auto executives
by Mike Wendt
As many ofyou are aware
(I hope!) President Bush has
made a trip to the South Pa
cific area. Included on his
agenda were assurances that
the U.S. would remain a mili
tary presence in the region
despite our loss of a base in
the Philippines. The biggest
part of Bush’s trip, or at least
the one that got the most me
dia attention, was his stop in
Japan.
Although this trip was
not billed as one where trade
negotiations would be dis
cussed, that is ju st how it
turned out. With the reces
sion staring him in the face on
the eve of the next presiden
tial election, Bush had to find
a way around his weakness—
domestic issues. What better
way than to blame the Japa
nese for the recession.
Certainly the Japanese
are not guilt-free; there is a
huge trade deficit with Japan.
But Bush’s move to take with
him thebiggunsfrom the auto
industry suggests th a t the
Japanese are being seen as
the m ain reason for the
troubles the American auto
industry has been experienc
ing. The truth is, for the most
part, the American auto in
dustry brought its own prob
lems upon itself.
Less than twenty years
ago when the United States
experienced a serious oil cri
sis, we soon learned that gaso
line to run our automobiles
would never again be as cheap
as water. Slowly throughout
the 1970’s the American car
m arket was introduced to
small, fuel efficient cars of rea

sonable quality—made in J a 
pan. What did the American
automobile industry do? They
continued
producing
landbarges like the Ford LTD
and the Chevrolet Caprice
Classic.
Gradually, as their sales
increased, the Japanese be
gan to introduce a wider range
of models, many with almost
unheard of quality. Some of
the Japanese companies even
formed luxury divisions, in
vading territory once domi
nated by the likes of Cadillac
and Lincoln. Meanwhile the
American automobile indus
try acknowledged the need for
economical cars—which they
subsequently bought from
Japanese companies and on
which they pasted Chevy and
Dodge nameplates. The one
big exception here is the Ford
Escort, really the on-ly American-built economy car to enjoy
any sort of success.
General Motors, the larg
est corporation in the world,
announced, coincidentally on
the eve of Bush’s trip, that
they were going to lay off
74,000 auto workers. The rea
son? Quite truthfully, a loss of
market share to the Japanese
(and maybe a bit to Ford). So
isn’t it the Japanese who are
taking away American jobs?
Not quite. All ofthe American
Automobile companies are in
creasing the amount of parts
and even entire cars produced
outside of the country. This is
what is causing a loss of jobs
in the United States.
It cannot be denied that
the American auto industry is
making improvements. The

introduction of the Ford Tau
rus in 1985 showed that the
United States can still pro
duce a world class automo
bile. This reasonably priced,
well desijrned car landed such
a blow to Chrysler and GM
that they are still trying to
recover. Despite this success,
it seems that the United States
is still lagging behind. Flip
through the pages of any con
sumer or car magazine and
you will find that Japanese
cars are consistently rated
higherin quality and economy.
The 1992 Honda Civic
VX is a perfect example of how
the United States is lagging
behind in auto technology.
This all-new model makes
more horsepower and weighs
more than the ’91 model and
yet it gets better fuel mileage.
The United States produces
nothing th at even comes close
to this.
The American car indus
try is making improvements,
but not fast enough. Harping
on the Japanese to reduce their
exports
or
in s ta llin g
protectioni stic trade barriers
of our own will not help the
American automakers. The
Big Three need to seriously
reexamine their management
styles and their entire opera
tions. In a few years when
many of us are searching for
our first real car I hope that
we can favorably compare
American model with Japa
nese. I am afraid th at we will
not.
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Who's resp on sib ility is h ealth care?
National health care has basic necessity of life.
The insurance compa
become an issue of major con
cern in the past months. The nies only want to insure the
recession has made it more young and healthy. They see
obvious that major health care no problems with health care
reforms are needed. There being dealt with the way it is
are between 35 to 37 million now. However, the medical
uninsured people in the USA. community feels differently.
How can we, as members of a In some states, the insurance
civilized society, allow people companies are willing to com
to go without health care sim promise. They are chiefly
ply because they are to poor to afraid of going to a one-payer
pay for it? Some, like William plan like Canada’s, in which
F. Buckley, want to be pro there is only one insurance
tected from people who have company, the state. They
become “a public charge” (Na would settle for going to com
tional review, Oct.21, 1991). munity rates if some reform
How can people honestly want becomes inevitable, but they
this? The moral implications are still powerfully opposed to
i t In community rates sys
are simply staggering.
In a capitalist society, it tems, each person in a com
is almost inevitable that some munity pays equal rates.
people are going to fall by the When one person gets sick
wayside. They are most likely then the insurance rate for
to be the old, the poor, the the whole group goes up. The
sick; people who cannot sup worst case scenario is that if
port themselves. Theycannot someone contracts AIDS or a
be left to die. As members of a disease similarly costly to
society we are obligated to try treat, the rates for the com
and help them to live as best munity could become so high
they can. Health care is a that they are absolutely im

The casualties of war
by Angela Roskop
When countries go to
war. emotions mere hinh. Gowhy, and those questions are
temporarily answered in or
der to give us a reason and a
cause for which to fight. Com
ing out of a conflict, we can
examine the situation and de
termine whether the cause
was sufficient to account for
losses.
A year ago this week,
Congress authorized the use
of military force against Iraq
and Saddam Hussein. Going
into Operation Desert Storm,
the United States had the
goals of keeping liberty and
freedom behind them in at
tempting to tree Kuwait. Protectingthe world’s oil economy
was also a main concern.
Examining the losses a
year.later, J think it js_ai^stionable whether or not the
results of the war were worth
the losses. Kuwait is free but
Hussein is still in power. He
could conceivably attack
again—and what will we do if
and when he does? Hundreds
of American and thousands of
Iraqi lives were lost. But I
think that by far our greatest
and most extensive loss was
the environment.
Wars always cause a
great deal of environmental
damage, but in this case the
damage is astounding. To
begin with, hundreds of thou
sands of barrels of oil have
spilled into the Persian Gulf,
destroying an immense

amount of life that relies on
the shallow, heavily saline
is claiming the lives of thou
sands of birds as well. This
alone throws the ecosystem in
the desert way off balance.
According to National Geo
graphic , a quarter of a million
barrels of oil are spilled each
year just from the oil business
and ittakes five years for all of
the pollutants to pass through
the Strait of Hormuz and into
the ocean. Add the extra oil
spilled as a result of the war,
and it creates a very destruc
tive mess. Cleanup crews sim
ply cannot work fast enough.
In addition to the threat
ofthe spilled oil, the well fires
create even more havoc, prob
ably more directly affecting
the human population. Tons
of pollutants are released into
the air each day from the burn
ing oil fields. The polluted air
makes it very difficult for hu
mans to inhabit the area. Even
more saddening is the fact that
these fires are nearly impos
sible to put out because the
pressure of the oil deposits
causes oil to gush continuously
out of the well.
The burden of this dam
age will certainly be felt across
the globe. The oil spilled will
mean less oil to use as fuel.
The desert and its life, a cru
cial part of the global ecosys
tem is being destroyed, and
the polluted air will likely
spread across the globe, possi(Roskop cont on p. 12)

possible to pay.
Many doctors are sup
portive of community rates.
However, they want to spread
the rates around the whole
state. That way when people
become ill, the rates go up
slightly for everyone instead
of drastically. The people who
are most likely to suffer from
high premiums are the young
and healthy, but one can fairly
safely say that these people
will be old and sick one day.
This would mean that people
currently denied insurance
because of a preexisting con
dition would have coverage.
The poor aren’t necessar
ily the only ones who don’t
always have health coverage.
Most people receive insurance
through their employers, but
people such as farmers are
self-employed.
Because of
this, it can be extraordinarily
expensive for them to buy in
surance. Often they only buy
catastrophic insurance. Be
cause of this, they often don’t
go to the doctor for preventa

tive medicine. The doctors
advocate community rates for
this reason as well—they want
to encourage people to seek
both preventative and prena
tal care. Not only are these
things beneficial to the indi
vidual but they save costs in
the long run.
The plan to which both
doctors and insurance compa
nies are strongly opposed to is
‘one-payer’. In this plan, the
government would negotiate
directly with the doctors to set
prices. The big insurance com
panies would be effectively
wiped out, and the doctors fees
would have to go down. One of
the advantages of this system
is th a t the adm inistrative
costs would be drastically re
duced. According to some es
timates, as much as 25% of
the doctor bills today are be
cause of the paperwork. How
ever, there would most likely
be long lines for treatment.
While obviously not a tremen
dously efficient system, it
would extend health care to

by Katy Holmgren
the people currently locked out
of the system.
A major question is how
to pay for this program. The
USA is already lost in debt.
The most sensible of the pro
posals is unpopular; raising
the income tax. This would be
fair, since it effects-everyone
equally, but no one wants it.
The other proposal is to place
taxes on alcohol and ciga
rettes, since these things cause
health problem s. ^ Unfortu
nately, these would simply not
bring in enough revenue. It
seems as though raising the
income tax is the only realistic
answer.
The health coverage situ
ation cannot continue as it is.
We must do something about
it soon, to help save the lives
and hopes of people in desper
ate need. The community rates
policy that doctors advocate
seems to be a viable and intel
ligent solution to a very seri
ous problem.

Is it w orth my vote?
I am thinking of not vot
ing in the ’92 presidential elec
tion. Since turning 18 I have
usually voted, even taking
time to get absentee ballots,
because I was taught that vot
ing was a responsibility we
good citizens have. It is right
and good for people to take
part in the electoral process
and make their view heard. I
wonder though, if voting re
ally makes our views known
or rather lends an aspect of
credibility to our political sys
tem that we do not intend.
For me to vote for any
particular candidate gives the
appearance that I support that
candidate and would like to
see him as our president. The
more votes one candidate gets,
the more popular support he
thinks he has. Unfortunately,
in our political system, the
reality of voting results is far
from the actual consensus of
the American people, a lamen
table degeneration of demo
cratic ideals.
I turned 18 just before
the ’88 election and was ex
cited about voting in my first
presidential election. When I
think back, however, I realize
that I did not have many op
tions. Only Bush or Dukakis—
what a choice. In the last four
years, we have seen how they
have both succeeded bril
liantly at messing up what
ever they were supposed to be
doing; Bush on domestic is

sues and Dukakis in Massa
chusetts. When I cast my vote
for Bush (don’t blame me now,
I was in high school) it was not
to say I wanted him as presi
dent, but more of a frustrated
resignation to make the only
choice I was left with, the
lesser of two evils. Since then,
in national and state elections,
I have been forced to continue
this trend of selecting not my
personal choice for office, but
the candidate I thought would
do the least damage.
I can understand now
why the votingtumout among
18-25 year olds is pitifully low
for a stable democracy. In
1988 only 35 percent of the 1825 population cast ballots, the
lowest percentage among long
standing democracies .world-wide. True, a certain portion
of this can be attributed to
ignorance and apathy, al
though ignorance doesn’t stop
a lot of people from voting.
But, I would assert, a signifi
cant number of young adults
have become disillusioned
with our system and do not
see any need to vote. Until the
current election began to un
fold with the announcement
of the candidates, I had al
ways anticipated votingin the
’92 election, but now I can
understand those who will not;
there simply are not any can
didates, that I see, worth vot
ing for.
I wish I had another

by Kent Paulsen

choice. The dilemma is this: if
I voted for one candidate I did
not really want, because I had
no other option, this would
only perpetuate the problem
of the system. But. if I do not
vote, my voice will not be
heard, and the system will be
perpetuated without me. The
abilities necessary to get
elected and do a good job in
office, unfortunately, are al
most exclusively antithetical
to each other. Someone with
enough skills to be an effec
tive president could never get
elected without catering to
large-monied special interest
groups. This leaves the voters
with few options when it comes
time to vote.
I cannot in good conscience-vote for any-ofithecan-.
didates who are running now,
and by the time of the Iowa
and New Hampshire prima
ries the field will be even nar
rower. Ju st a few days ago
Douglas Wilder dropped out
citing problems in Virginia,
and many are sure to follow.
Come November, I will prob
ably have to make that choice
again,between Bush and some
obscure, unqualified Demo
c ra t What we need, I think, is
to fundamentally re-evaluate
our political system and the
electoral process. Next week I
will examine some possible
improvements or alternatives.
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From the E ditor’s desk
The second week of the second term has arrived and
the students of Lawrence are busy getting back into their
individual routines. Winter Break is now behind us and we
have returned to the friendly confines of Lawrence Univer
sity.
Each time I leave I^wrence and return home I enter
into another world Lawrence has a collection of individu
als that are very much the same. For the most part, we all
come from a similar economic background and schooling,
our meals are provided for us and we have the opportunity
to sleep in a warm bed. We all realize that the world outside
of Appleton is far more complicated than the one that we
live in every day. The people attending Lawrence all, for the
most part,, are willing to coexist with one another, whether
it bejnt parties or in the classroom. People are tolerant of
one another. Outside of I^awrence is a different matter
people are not as tolerant and little events explode to create
prejudices.
Inside Lawrence there are no incidents of violence
related to a racial prejudice, for that matter there is little
violence at all. What am I try to point out by making these
simple observations? The world of today has placed far
more ohsticals in the way of success than what we will learn
in our four years at Lawrence. If one is to succeed in our
world of today a formal education, like the one Lawrence
offers us, is not enough. One must also learn how to live in
a world where people are working for their own advance
ment. Everyone attending I^awrence, whether they like it
or not, are here to further their education. Within our
community everyone is looking to achieve a similar goal
and no one is competing against another. In order for one
to become successful in the outside world one must have a
worldly education.
The world that we will eventually all enter into is
much more competitive and hostile than the one we have
the priviledge of living in today. It will be difficult to ach ieve
the economic means to live like you do now. A Lawrence
education does not guarantee anyone a successful job. My
point is, the education of an individual includes more than
what Lawrence has to offer and life outside our cohesive
community is difficult, soon we will all have to fend for
ourselves. Life will become more complicated than a final
exam.
___________ David Eliot. Executive Editor
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The hypocrisy of American auto executives
by Mike Wendt
As many ofyou are aware
(I hope!) President Bush has
made a trip to the South Pa
cific area. Included on his
agenda were assurances that
the U.S. would rrmain a mili
tary presence in the region
despite our loss of a base in
the Philippines. The biggest
part of Bush’s trip, or at least
the one that got the most me
dia attention, was his stop in
Japan.
Although this trip was
not billed as one where trade
negotiations would be dis
cussed, that is just how it
turned out. With the reces
sion staringhim in the face on
the eve of the next presiden
tial election, Bush had to find
a way around his weakness—
domestic issues. What better
way than to blame the Japa
nese for the recession.
Certainly the Japanese
are not guilt-free; there is a
huge trade deficit with Japan.
But Bush’s move to take with
him thebigguns from the auto
industry suggests th at the
Japanese are being seen as
the main reason for the
troubles the American auto
industry has been experienc
ing. The truth is, for the most
part, the American auto in
dustry brought its own prob
lems upon itself.
Less than twenty years
ago when the United States
experienced a serious oil cri
sis, we soon learned that gaso
line to run our automobiles
would never again be as cheap
as water. Slowly throughout
the 1970’s the American car
m arket was introduced to
small, fuel efficient cars of rea

sonable quality—made in J a 
pan. What did the American
automobile industry do? They
continued
producing
landbarges like the Ford LTD
and the Chevrolet Caprice
Classic.
Gradually, as their sales
increased, the Japanese be
gan to introduce a wider range
of models, many with almost
unheard of quality. Some of
the Japanese companies even
formed luxury divisions, in
vading territory once domi
nated by the likes of Cadillac
and Lincoln. Meanwhile the
American automobile indus
try acknowledged the need for
economical cars—which they
subsequently bought from
Japanese companies and on
which they pasted Chevy and
Dodge nameplates. The one
big exception here is the Ford
Escort, really the only American-built economy car to enjoy
any sort of success.
General Motors, the larg
est corporation in the world,
announced, coincidentally on
the eve of Bush’s trip, that
they were going to lay off
74,000 auto workers. The rea
son? Quite truthfully, a loss of
market share to the Japanese
(and maybe a bit to Ford). So
isn’t it the Japanese who are
taking away American jobs?
Not quite. All of the American
Automobile companies are in
creasing the amount of parts
and even entire cars produced
outside ofthe country. This is
what is causing a loss of jobs
in the United States.
It cannot be denied that
the American auto industry is
making improvements. The

introduction of the Ford Tau
rus in 1985 showed th at the
United States can still pro
duce a world class automo
bile. This reasonably priced,
well desiiynodcar landed such
a blow to Chrysler and GM
that they are still trying to
recover. Despite this success,
it seems that the United States
is still lagging behind. Flip
through the pages of any con
sumer or car magazine and
you will find that Japanese
cars are consistently rated
higherin quality and economy.
The 1992 Honda Civic
VX is a perfect example ofhow
the United States is lagging
behind in auto technology.
This all-new model makes
more horsepower and weighs
more than the ’91 model and
yet it gets better fuel mileage.
The United States produces
nothing that even comes close
to this.
The American car indus
try is making improvements,
but not fast enough. Harping
on the Japanese to reduce their
exports
or
in s ta llin g
protectionistic trade barriers
of our own will not help the
American automakers. The
Big Three need to seriously
reexamine their management
styles and their entire opera
tions. In a few years when
many of us are searching for
our first real car I hope that
we can favorably compare
American model with Japa
nese. I am afraid that we will
not.

Tuesday January 14, 1991
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Who's responsibility is health care?
National health care has basic necessity of life.
The insurance compa
become an issue of major con
cern in the past months. The nies only want to insure the
recession has made it more young and healthy. They see
obvious that major health care no problems with health care
reforms are needed. There being dealt with the way it is
are between 35 to 37 million now. However, the medical
uninsured people in the USA. community feels differently.
How can we, as members of a In some states, the insurance
civilized society, allow people companies are willing to com
to go without health care sim promise. They are chiefly
ply because they are to poor to afraid of going to a one-payer
pay for it? Some, like William plan like Canada’s, in which
F. Buckley, want to be pro there is only one insurance
tected from people who have company, the state. They
become “a public charge” (Na would settle for going to com
tional review, Oct.21, 1991). munity rates if some reform
How can people honestly want becomes inevitable, but they
this? The moral implications are still powerfully opposed to
are simply staggering.
it. In community rates sys
In a capitalist society, it tems, each person in a com
is almost inevitable that some munity pays equal rates.
people are going to fall by the When one person gets sick
wayside. They are most likely then the insurance rate for
to be the old, the poor, the the whole group goes up. The
sick; people who cannot sup worst case scenario is that if
port themselves. They cannot someone contracts AIDS or a
belefltodie. As members of a disease similarly costly to
society we are obligated to try treat, the rates for the com
and help them to live as best munity could become so high
they can. Health care is a that they are absolutely im

T h e c a s u a ltie s o f w a r
by A ngela R oskop
When countries go to
w a r. em otions roue hiirh. Co-

why, and those questions are
temporarily answered in or
der to give us a reason and a
cause for which to fight. Com
ing out of a conflict, we can
examine the situation and de
termine whether the cause
was sufficient to account for
losses.
A year ago this week,
Congress authorized the use
of military force against Iraq
and Saddam Hussein. Going
into Operation Desert Storm,
the United States had the
goals of keeping liberty and
freedom behind them in at
tempting to tree Kuwait. Protectingthe world’s oil economy
was also a main concern.
Examining the losses a
yeai later, I think it is Ques
tionable whether or not the
results of the war were worth
the losses. Kuwait is free but
Hussein is still in power. He
could conceivably attack
again—and what will we do if
and when he does? Hundreds
of American and thousands of
Iraqi lives were lost. But I
think that by far our greatest
and most extensive loss was
the environment.
Wars always cause a
great deal of environmental
damage, but in this case the
damage is astounding. To
begin with, hundreds of thou
sands of barrels of oil have
spilled into the Persian Gulf,
destroying an immense

amount of life that relies on
the shallow, heavily saline
is claiming the lives of thou
sands of birds as well. This
alone throws the ecosystem in
the desert way off balance.
According to National Geograph w , a quarter ofa million
barrels of oil are spilled each
year just from the oil business
and it t akes five years for all of
the pollutants to pass through
the Strait of Hormuz and into
the ocean. Add the extra oil
spilled as a result of the war,
and it creates a very destruc
tive mess. Cleanup crews sim
ply cannot work fast enough.
In addition to the threat
ofthe spilled oil, the well fires
create even more havoc, prob
ably more directly affecting
the human population. Tons
of pollutants are released into
the air each day from the burn
ing oil fields. The polluted air
makes it very difficult for hu
mans to inhabit the area. Even
more saddening is the fact that
these fires are nearly impos
sible to put out because the
pressure of the oil deposits
causes oil to gush continuously
out of the well.
The burden of this dam
age will certainly be felt across
the globe. The oil spilled will
mean less oil to use as fuel.
The desert and its life, a cru
cial part of the global ecosys
tem is being destroyed, and
the polluted air will likely
spread across the globe, possi(Roskop cont. on p. 12)

possible to pay.
Many doctors are sup
portive of community rates.
However, they want to spread
the rates around the whole
state. That way when people
become ill, the rates go up
slightly for everyone instead
of drastically. The people who
are most likely to suffer from
high premiums are the young
and healthy, but one can fairly
safely say that these people
will be old and sick one day.
This would mean that people
currently denied insurance
because of a preexisting con
dition would have coverage.
The poor aren’t necessar
ily the only ones who don’t
always have health coverage.
Most people receive insurance
through their employers, but
people such as farmers are
self-employed.
Because of
this, it can be extraordinarily
expensive for them to buy in
surance. Oflen they only buy
catastrophic insurance. Be
cause of this, they oflen don’t
go to the doctor for preventa

tive medicine. The doctors
advocate community rates for
thisreasonaswell—they want
to encourage people to seek
both preventative and prena
tal care. Not only are these
things beneficial to the indi
vidual but they save costs in
the long run.
The plan to which both
doctors and insurance compa
nies are strongly opposed to is
‘one-payer’. In this plan, the
government would negotiate•
directly with the doctors to set
prices. The big insurance com
panies would be effectively
wiped out, and the doctors fees
would have to go down. One of
the advantages of this system
is th at the adm inistrative
costs would be drastically re
duced. According to some es
timates, as much as 25% of
the doctor bills today are be
cause ofthe paperwork. How
ever, there would most likely
be long lines for treatment.
While obviously not a tremen
dously efficient system, it
would extend health care to

by Katy Holmgren
the people currently locked out
ofthe system.
A major question is how
to pay for this program. The
USA is already lost in debt.
The most sensible of the pro
posals is unpopular; raising
the income tax. This would be
fair, since it effects-everyone
equally, but no one wants it.
The other proposal is to place
taxes on alcohol and ciga
rettes, since these things cause
health problem s.'- Unfortu
nately, these would simply not
bring in enough revenue. It
seems as though raising the
income tax istheonlyrealistic
answer.
The health coverage situ
ation cannot continue as it is.
We must do something about
it soon, to help save the lives
and hopes of people in desper
ate need. The community rates
policy that doctors advocate
seems to be a viable and intel
ligent solution to a very seri
ous problem.

Is it w orth my vote?
I am thinking of not vot
ing in the ’92 presidential elec
tion. Since turning 18 I have
usually voted, even taking
time to get absentee ballots,
because 1was taught that vot
ing was a responsibility we
good citizens have. It is right
and good for people to take
part in the electoral process
and make their view heard. I
wonder though, if voting re
ally makes our views known
or rather lends an aspect of
credibility to our political sys
tem that we do not intend.
For me to vote for any
particular candidate gives the
appearance that I support that
candidate and would like to
see him as our president. The
more votes one candidate gets,
the more popular support he
thinks he has. Unfortunately,
in our political system, the
reality of voting results is far
from the actual consensus of
the American people, a lamen
table degeneration of demo
cratic ideals.
I turned 18 just before
the ’88 election and was ex
cited about voting in my first
presidential election. When I
think back, however, I realize
that I did not have many op
tions. Only Bush or Dukakis—
what a choice. In the last four
years, we have seen how they
have both succeeded bril
liantly at messing up what
ever they were supposed to be
doing; Bush on domestic is

sues and Dukakis in Massa
chusetts. When I cast my vote
for Bush (don’t blame me now,
I was in high school) it was not
to say I wanted him as presi
dent, but more of a frustrated
resignation to make the only
choice I was left with, the
lesser of two evils. Since then,
in national and state elections,
I have been forced to continue
this trend of selecting not my
personal choice for office, but
the candidate I thought would
do the least damage.
I can understand now
why the votingturnout among
18-25 year olds is pitifully low
for a stable democracy. In
1988 only 35 percent ofthe 1825 population cast ballots, the
lowest percentage among long
standing democracies>.world-_
wide. True, a certain portion
of this can be attributed to
ignorance and apathy, al
though ignorance doesn’t stop
a lot of people from voting.
But, I would assert, a signifi
cant number of young adults
have become disillusioned
with our system and do not
see any need to vote. Until the
current election began to un
fold with the announcement
of the candidates, I had al
ways anticipated votingin the
’92 election, but now I can
understand those who will not;
there simply are not any can
didates, that I see, worth vot
ing for.
I wish I had another

by Kent Paulsen

choice. Thedilemmaisthis: if
I voted for one candidate I did
not really want, because I had
no other option, this would
only perpetuate the problem
ofthe system. But. if I do not
vote, my voice will not be
heard, and the system will be
perpetuated without me. The
abilities necessary to get
elected and do a good job in
office, unfortunately, are al
most exclusively antithetical
to each other. Someone with
enough skills to be an effec
tive president could never get
elected without catering to
large-monied special interest
groups. This leaves the voters
with few options when it comes
time to vote.
I
cannot in good conscience.vote for a ny. of the can-.
didates who are running now,
and by the time of the Iowa
and New Hampshire prima
ries the field will be even nar
rower. Ju st a few days ago
Douglas Wilder dropped out
citing problems in Virginia,
and many are sure to follow.
Come November, I will prob
ably have to make that choice
again, between Bush and some
obscure, unqualified Demo
crat. What we need, I think, is
to fundamentally re-evaluate
our political system and the
electoral process. Next week I
will examine some possible
improvements or alternatives.
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Fundam entalists Scare
Algeria into S crapping
Elections
On the eve of
democratic elections,
Algeria’s High Security
Council suspended the
constitution and declared
itwastakingover“all mat
ters that could threaten
public order and state se
curity.” Elections were
halted to prevent a take
over ofthe parliamentary
majority by Islamic fun
damentalists who gained
188 seats in the firsts
round of elections on De
cember 26.
Elections took
place a fte r P resid en t
Chadli Bendjedid resigned
afler 13 years in power.
Government buildings in
Algiers are being pro
tected by Army tanks. The
Islamic fundamentalists
havegained appeal among
young, unemployed, rural
men who see the funda
mentalists as offering “the
hope of a new division of
wealth.”

B ush is Back
Afler trade talks with
Jap an ese Prime M inister
Miyazawa, Bush has returned
to find his support diving in
the polls. According to a re
cent Gallup poll, Bush’s ap
proval rating is at a low of 46%
from a one time high of 89%
after the gulf war.
Ignoring the polls,
Bush’s campaign communica
tions director, Will Feltus,
stated, “George Bush has been
declared dead more times than
Elvis Presley. This campaign
is just beginning.”
C om m unist D em o n strate
in Moscow
R ising food prices
pushed 5,000 Muscovites to
the Kremlin’s doors to criti
cize th e h a n d lin g of the
economy by Russian President
Yeltsin. Much of the crowd
was composed of members of
the
Communist Party calling for
a return to state sponsored
price controls, which Yeltsin
lifted on January 2 in favor of
evolution to a m ark et
economy. There have also

been reports of more such
demonstrations in other
cities of the Confedera
tion of Soviet Republics.
T rad e Deal w ith J a p a n
W on't Stop P la n t Clos
ings
General Motors
Corp., Chairman Robert
Stempel says th a t al
though possible trade
concessions will help the
s tru g g lin g
U.
S.
a u to m a k ers,
his
company’s plant closings
will proceed as planned.
J a p a n e se com panies
pledged to import 20,000
more U.S. cars a year and
buy more U.S. parts. This
would double their cur
rent imports of U.S. au
tos. Last year G.M. pur
chased $1 billion worth
of Japanese vehicles and
parts for cars built in
N orth America; G.M.
sent several hundred
million dollars less in
goods to Japan. G.M. will
clos 21 plants in the next
2 years. Go figure.

Fox Valley sponsors
King celebration
The Fox Valley will cel
ebrate the legacy of the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
with a multi-cultural, inter
faith event Jan. 16 at Memo
rial Presbyterian Church in
Appleton.
The celebration, titled
“M artin Luther King: Cel
ebrating Our Diversity," will
actually begin a t 7 p.m. with a
gathering in Houdini Plaza in
downtown Appleton. The brief
ceremony will include remarks
by Appleton Mayor Dorothy
Johnson. Those gathered will
light candles and march to the
site ofthe service, singing“We
Shall Overcome” and other
songs in the spirit of unity and
equality.
The event itself will fea
ture a variety of music and
speakers reflecting on the
memoiy ofthe slain civil rights
leader, for whom a federal holi
day is celebrated Jan. 20.
The goal of the event is
two-fold: to celebrate the di
versity of the Fox Valley area
and to rekindle the spirit of
Martin Luther King’s dream
for a society that looked past
differences in color, creed and
religion.

Sponsors of the event in
clude the Multi-Cultural Af
fairs Office and the Black Or
ganization of students a t
Lawrence University, The Fox
Valley Unitarian Universalist Fellowship, The Moses
Montefiore Synagogue, the
First Congregational Church
M em orial
P resb y terian
Church, Trinity Lutheran
Church, Emmanuel United
M ethodist C hurch, F irs t
United Methodist Church, St.
Jam e s U nited M ethodist
C hurch, St. John U nited
Church of Christ, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church in Neenah,
the Oneida Tribal School,
Lutheran Social Services and
others.
Speakers at the celebra
tion will include Dr. Herbert
Perkins, dean of students for
m u lti-cu ltu ra l a ffairs a t
Lawrence, and a member of
the Lawrence student body.
Artley Skenandore, principal
of the Oneida Tribal School;
Lo Lee, director of the Fox
Valley Lao-Hmong Associa
tion; and the Rev. Roger
Bertschausen, minister at the
U nitarian Fellowship, will
also offer a few words at the

celebration.
Musical selections will
be performed by Paul and
Cheri Reiser and by David
Aardappel, who is also area
director for Lutheran Social
Services. Tentatively sched
uled to perform are the
Lawrence Gospel Choir and
the Unitarian Choir.
Following the service, a
reception with refreshments
will be held for the public at
Memorial Presbyterian, lo
cated at 803 E. College Ave.
The organizers feel that
now more than ever there is a
need for unity in the Valley,
as instances of racism and
anti-Semitism are as preva
lent as ever. In addition, there
is always a need to build
bridges between the differ
ent religious groups.
The only charge for the
event will be in the form of a
freewill offering, which will
be donated to LEAVEN, an
organization that gives as
sistance to the needy in the
Fox Valley.
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Law rence student
a c h ie v e s R h od es
Scholarship honor

(Rhodes cont. from p. 1)
demic excellence, integrity,
respect for others, leadership
ability and sports prowess.
As a Rhodes Scholarship
winner Ruprecht will have
college and university fees
paid and will receive a stipend
for living expenses.
“I’ve known him since he
was a prospective student,”
said his Lawrence physics pro
fessor John Brandenberger.
“At the time, I saw that he is

the sort of fellow who would be
a strong candidate for a
Rhodes Scholarship.”
“One ofthe things I par
ticularly respect about Peter
is his diversity of talents and
skills and the energy with
which he pursues many goals,”
B ran d en b erg er
added.
“Lasted summer, Peter and I
collaborated on a research
project that is now coming to
fruition in a paper written by
Peter that will be published in
a physics research journal.”
“This is the most distin
guished and most highly com
petitive of all scholarships so
we’re all very proud of him,”
said William A. Chaney, the
University representative of
the Rhodes Scholarship Pro
gram.
The scholarships were
established in 1902 by the es
tate of Cecil Rhodes, a British
colonialist, businessman and
philanthropist. He hoped the
scholarships would contribute
to world understanding and
world peace.

Room for grow th

by Robb Karthol
As most of you probably
don’t know, the Lawrence Lon
don Study Program was re
cently improved by the reloca
tion ofthe London Study Cen
tre. Rumours conflict as to the
actual reason for this change,
but rest assured that the new
building is free of rats and in
no danger of collapsing.
The new building is,
in fact, quite comfortable. A
typically Victorian terrace flat
in th e Royal Borough of
Kensington, it was first used
by Lawrence fall term. As one
of the students who helped to
break it in, I can testify that it
truly adds to the appeal of the
London program. I underwent
little of the suffering I’d been
forewarned of; the building
was clean, the furniture new,
and the showers even worked,
most of the time. The Centre
also boasts some of the largest
rooms available a t Lawrence,
complete with kitchen facili
ties. As doubles, they are pa
latial, even large enough to
make a slightly cozy triple
when necessary.
A nice room is, of
course, one of the least moti
v a tin g reaso n s to study
abroad. The opportunity to
travel and gain a broader cul
tural background are strong
incentives to leave Appleton,
and London provides count

less opportunities to fulfill
these goals. Students can take
day-trips to any of a number of
sites, historical and otherwise.
And where culture is con
cerned, London is full of it. In
addition to the hundreds of
historic pubs and churches
which dot the city map, the
atres and museums are abun
dant, as are pockets of ethnic
variety, complete with fasci
nating shops and restaurants.
Weekend markets at Camden
Town or Portobello Road pro
vide ever more exotic shop
ping o p p o rtu n ities, and
Kensington Market, located
close to the Centre, is open all
week long.
Experiences such as
these provide a few of the rea
sons for students to spend time
studying elsewhere. If any
students are thinking of trav
elling, I urge them to consider
London. Chances are, they
won’t be disappointed. And to
any stu d en ts who h a d n ’t
thought of taking a term or
two to tour, think about it
again. The London program
is only one of m any
opportunites available to
Lawrentians who wish to es
cape Appleton for a while. Go
ahead and get off campus. A
pub crawl in London beats
cruising the Ave any night.

Tuesday January 14,1991
As required by LUCC policy, the Judicial Board must
now submit to T h e L a w r e n t i a n for publication a copy of all
written statements to the accused students. The Judicial
Board heard one case last term. The following letter was
issued to both the complainants and the respondent. The
names of the parties involved and other identifying data
have been deleted.

Dear____
This letter is to inform you of the results of your
hearing with the Judicial Board on Tuesday, December
3,1991.
The board has found you in violation of the Fire
Safety Regulations and IV. D. 1.01, 2.03, and 3.02.
These are serious violations. We seethe violation ofthe
Fire Safety Regulation as particularly serious since not
only did you fail to prevent a fire, but you created a fire
danger. In doing so, you jeopardized the safety of the
residents of. . . Hall, and therefore the welfare of the
Lawrence Community.
Although your actions were not intended to in
timidate other people, they did cause others to fear for
their safety. Therefore, the Board deems these actions
as intimidating. Obviously, the damage that the fire
caused to the doors and carpet constitutes vandalism.
The board understands the degree to which alco
hol played a part in this incident. . . We want to
emphasize, however, that alcohol does not constitute
an excuse for your actions.
The Board hereby decides to impose a sanction of
Residential Warning. This constitutes notification
that further violation of the social code may result in
your expulsion from your residence hall. This warning
appliesforthe duration ofyourenrollmentatLawrence.
The Board, as is customary, reserves the right to im
pose more severe sanctions for future violations of
University policy.]
The members of the Board hope you understand
that our responsibility is to hear all formal complaints,
decide it a violation has been committed, and to apply
a sanction when warranted. We hope you understand
that you need to respect the rights of others if we are to
maintain a satisfactory living and learning environ
ment at Lawrence. The college community must insist
upon the cooperation and responsible judgement of all
students.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding
the hearing or the appeal process, please contact me or
the Dean of Students, Charles F. Lauter.

News
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An exercise in building comm unity
Student nominees are
sought for participation in An
Exercise in Community. On
Saturday, January 25 and
Sunday, 26 up to forty
Lawrence students, faculty
and staff will participate in a
workshop entitled An Exer
cise in Community. The goal
of the exercise is to improve
the quality of community at
Lawrence University. In the
context of pluralistic commu
nity that we have at Lawrence,
the workshop is intended to
extend our consensus on the
values that sustain commu
nity and find ways to make
Lawrence more wholesome
and inclusive. By addressing
questions of values and inter
personal connectedness, we
hope to impact the total cam
pus community. The more im
mediate objectives are:
1. to empower partici
pants to respond to issues of
prejudice, alienation, and so
cial isolation through knowl
edge and understanding ofthe
problems and effective ways
of discussing issues;
2. to articulate and af
firm the institutional values
that support responsible free
speech and respect for differ
ence (cultural, racial, gender,
and sexual preference);
3. to move participants
to take responsibility for im
proving the quality of commu
nity at Lawrence and to iden

tify ways that they may act in follow-up activities.
support of their convictions;
Among the follow-up ac
4.
and to develop a model
tivities will be the training of
for leadership training that Residence Life Advisors, stu
college faculty, staff, students, dent leadership, and other
and community leaders may nominees from the full stuuse to organize workshops for dentbody spectrum. Addition
other groups within their re ally, student leaders, faculty,
spective sub-communities.
and staff who participated in
Workshop leaders will be one of the community build
Lawrence faculty, staff, stu ing workshops will be the prin
dents, and a facilitator from cipal organizers and facilita
the National Training Labo tors for a series of inter-group
ratories, Patrick Jimmerson, dialogues that will take place
Ph. D. The workshop program, once or twice each quarter.
following an NTL model, calls These Lawrence community
for local identification of the members, through the aus
issues, local leadership, and pices of the Multicultural Af
commitment to locally defined fairs Office and LUCC, will
solutions and action plans. also take on the task of initiat
This model em phasizes ing a program of off-campus
Lawrence faculty, student, weekend retreats for leaders
and staff leadership, shared and representatives of student
responsibility for identifying organizations to seek common
the issues, goals, decisions, ground and purposes.
and actions on the basis of
Lawrence students are
consensus.
invited to nominate other stu
The Saturday program dents to participate in the
will start with introductions workshop and the follow-up
and a team building exercise, activities. You may also nomi
followed by small group dis nate yourself. To nominate a
cussions on the assigned read student please send a note to
ings and on the identification Dean H erbert Perkins a t
ofgoals for improving the qual Raymond House listing your
ity ofcommunity at Lawrence. nominees. You may also give
Afl&r this there, will be a large your list directly to Linda
group discussion leading to a Fuerst at Raymond House.
consensus on goals for improv Deadline for nominations is
ing the quality of community Wednesday, January 15,1992.
at Lawrence University, to
action plans, and to the iden
tification and scheduling of

(Yatzeck cont. from p. 1)
When Americans come to Rus
sia to set up joint ventures or
business deals, the people they
talk to now are fomer commu
nist. They* are becoming the
upper middle class. “They ran
things before, are running
things now and as far as I’m
concerned will be running
things in the future,” said
Yatzeck.
Although R ussians
are politically better off than
they were before, they are con
cerned with suriving the the
collaspe ofthe soviet economy.
Yatzeck left Russia on
December 13th., and says that
before he left nobody was
starving. What you do see now
that was never before seen
are homeless people, and
people, with babies, begging.
“There were certainly people
with economic difficulties, but
they were not allowed on the
streets.”
The people who were
formerly running the black
markets are now the people
who know best how to run a

free m ark et
economy.
Eveything has been in some
sense used up except the raw
materials. To use the raw
materials, the minerals the
oil, the agricultural areas in
the most effiecient ways, the
Russians are looking to the
west for help.
When we go as stu
dents, professors, and direc
tors to the University of the
Kurgon, or any place else in
R ussia, we help out the
economy by paying for the use
of the college and to take in
the culture. “The Russians let
us come because they need
the money and they need it
badly,” says Yatzeck. Up until
now at least the Russian ruble
wasn’t accepted outside the
former Soviet Union as real
currency.
T here were tim es
when the necessities of life
were hard to come by such as
toilet paper, light bulbs and
even food. Yatzeck says that
the people would give to them
the things that they didn’t
even have for themselves.

Sincerely,
Douglas Call, Chair
Lawrence University Judicial Board

WASHINGTON
SEMESTER
PROGRAMS:
There will be an important informational
meeting for all students interested in the
1992 Washington Semester Programs on
Monday, January 20 at 7 p.m. in the
Alumni Room of Main Hall. Information
will be available from the returned Wash
ington Semester students, or from the
Washington Semester Campus Director,
Mr. Longley, Main Hall 302, phone ext.
6673. The application for the program is
January 31.

The Russian students,
Yatzeck said, were very much
like the American students
that he encountered while di
recting the program. The stu
dents attended the universi
ties to get a degree in hopes of
getting a better chance at eco
nomic success. “Even with the
American economy as it isAmerican studentshave a bet
ter chance of economic suc
cess than Russian students,”
says Yatzeck.
Although th is may
paint a dark and desolate pic
ture of a shell of what was the
former Soviet Union, Russia
was not w ithout it’s high
points.
The things that Pro
fessor Yatzeck and his stu
dents liked was the Russians
continual willingness to wel
come foreigners as guest. “It
doesn’t seem in their nature
to hold a grudge ag ain st
Americans for having a better
standard of living than they
have for themselves.”

Features
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Banana Jr.

by David P e ltie r
Dear Macintosh Classic, Plus, and SE Owners,
Fifty. That’s my ballpark estimate of the
number of Mac Classics, Pluses, and SEs owned by LU
students right now. For those of you who own any of
these models, I have some advice regarding System 7
— don’t get it.
System software is the stuff in your System
Folder — it’s the meat and potatoes of your Mac.
System 7 is simply Apple’s upgrade from the past
system software (we were up to version 6.0.7). Last
spring, around the time the Classic and LC models
came out, Apple introduced the new system with
tremendous hype and hoopla. You’ve probably seen
the System 7 logo all over software and magazines and
the like. It promises fantastic new capabilities (some
of which are even useful), but unless you’re capable of
translating PMMU or know you’re going to be on a
network, you might not be aware of the drawbacks.
Essentially, there are only three major fea
tures (the rest are somewhat superficial) introduced
by System 7. The first is “virtual memory.” What this
means is that, instead of running out of memory, you
can designate part of your hard drive to act like
memory. Unfortunately, neither the Classic, the LC,
the Plus, nor SE can use this feature due to lack of a
special computer chip.
Second is the feature of “file sharing.” This is
the capability of letting other people on a network of
Macs use space on your disk drive. What Apple doesn’t
tell you is that file sharing will slow your Mac to the
speed of a slug. Besides, since there’s no campus
network yet there’s no sense file sharing (unless your
roommate has a Mac as well in which case you could
share between the two).
The silliest new feature (in my opinion) is
“balloon help.” When used, everything you point to
with the mouse cursor displays a little cartoon-like
balloon of wisdom, usually describing something you
already knew. It does not impress me one bit.
The biggest pitfall of System 7 is that it is
horribly space-greedy. A basic system takes up about
3 megabytes of hard disk space, and occupies about 1.2
megabytes of memory. This restricts this system to
Macs with hard drives only — you cannot put the
system on a floppy disk. Also, you will need at least two
megabytes of memory, and even more if you want to
run more than one program at once. Both disk space
as well as memory will cost you extra money. Apple
doesn’t make too much of an effort to warn you about
that.
So what’s my advice? If you own a Mac Classic,
Plus, or SE, don’t let anyone pressure you into getting
System 7. Until software starts coming out th at won’t
run under systems earlier that System 7, you’re much
better off as you are.
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Top Ten

Least Popular IM Sports

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Traying up Union Hill
Library Climbing
Playing for any Colman Hall IM team
Phlegm Lobbing
Armadillo Flushing
Javelin Catching
Jello Wrestling...with Mrs. Warch
Outsmoking Boardman
Hanging out with Mike Stewart
Syncronized Chaney Tossing

T he L aw rentian

Taking a look around

T he O utagam ie C ounty M useum (photo by Roger Duncan)
The Outagamie County in the area through the chang
Museum lists among the most ing time and industry. Other
ignored of Appleton’s attrac exhibits include “Hats and the
tions by Lawrence students, Women Who Made Them”,
though it has many educa which takes a look at fashion,
tional and historical exhibits as well as a small local indus
open to the public, and is only try, and the ever popular
a few steps off the west end of Houdini exhibit. The Houdini
campus.
exhibit traces his life history
The museum looks at the touching on aspects of his ca
history of the Fox River Val reer, his expertise as an es
ley from an economical and cape artist and his affinity for
technological point-of-view. debunking frauds.
The beginnings of the valley
As well as being a mu
in the 1840’s was primarily an seum open to the public, the
agricultural period. By 1880, m useum functions as an
the papermaking industry archive and reference library
grew and began to dominate for the area. A huge reference
the area, and the valley began collection consisting of thou
to grow, and continues to grow sands of photos and other
every year. The history of the records are maintained, all of
area is depicted through such which relate to the history of
exhibits as the recreation of the county and to the paperthe office of Dr. Taylor, a local making industry as a whole.
The museum is often
physician, and of a bank.
The museum recently busy running educational pro
won a national award for their grams for the local schools and
“Tools of Change” exhibit de the community as a whole.
picting the types of tools used The typical visiting class is

asked why Wisconsin is called
the Dairyland state, and why
the local team nam es are
things like the Papermakers,
and they often do not know.
They are then taught the his
tory of th e ir com m unity
through the various exhibits
and programs. At the end of
the visit they will be asked the
same questions again, but by
this time they are able to an
swer them.
This springa new exhibit
will open which will concen
trate on behind the scenes
magic. One of the highlights
of the show will be the con
tents ofone of Houdini’s trunks
from which he escaped. The
show will deal with current
behind the scenes magic, not
just that of Houdini.
While the museum is
primarily supported by the
county, about 40 percent, they
do have a strong endowment,
and they often receive federal
grants. For the first time they
have begun charging an ad
mission price, but it is a very
reasonable $2.25. Their in
creased visitation and tremen
dous sales at the gift shop has
also helped their budget, but
they are undergoing renova
tions which are rather costly.
Thehoursofthemuseum
are Tuesday- Friday 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday 12 noon to 5:00 p.m.,
and the stop is interesting and
well worth the time and the
slight cost.

Food For Thought
by Scott Fuller

I certainly can’t
complain about the food
I’ve been eating lately,
Ever since finals ended,
I’ve been able to eat when
ever I’ve wanted to, prepared the way I want it
prepared. I will not, of
course, mention the fact
that I was not eating here
at Lawrence.
Since retumingto
the hallowed halls of
Lawrence Food Service,
most of the food has been
cooked well, the selection
has been alright and I have
been moved through the
lines more like a human
being then a piece ofcattle,
Nonetheless, the pathetic
hours still cast the food
service into something less
then O.K.
I am very, very
happy to mention that I

received a letter from someone more dismayed then, me
concerning the food service. I
am also very happy th at I cannot share in his experience;
His letter started very easily
and legibly, but the closerhe
got to the real subject of the
letter, the more jumpy the
words got on the page.
Words and phrases started to
ap p ear th a t h ad no relevance—he was falling in and
out of re a lity —and th en
clearly written in 1/8 inch
block letters was the word
BAND-AID. A pparently,
while munching through a
healthy(?) serving of spaghetti
he found a band-aid infiltrating his sauce.
That story is true. As
sad as it may be, as disgusting
as it may be, it did happen. A
few years ago most of us believed th at nothing like this

could ever happen. The
maker of the letter, however, can attest to the fact
th at it did.
Some say that this
a rtic le is unfounded,
Those people: do^not see . the true meaning th at dictates this column. You
see, Fm ju st trying (and it
worked mind you) to elicit
some response from this
sad and apathetic campus. After all what is more
central to each and every
one of us then food?
Change! Action!
Brotherhood in a cause!
C an’t you im agine it,
standingon the bow ofthe
Social Ship of Change, me,
T horeau, and M artin
Luther King Jr. leading
the way to a better world
for all?!!
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Lawrence Indicus
(Law-rinse In-dye-cuss)

by Greg Trimper
Rush is here, and fresh
men get to find out that there
is a price to pay for all those
parties that they attended
during first term-you have to
join the group if you want to
continue going to the parties.
I am not saying that this is a
Greek policy. I am just expressingthefeelingthatmany
freshmen get when confronted
by rush. The formal round
robins, the private parties that
you get invited to afler you
have been “evaluated,” and the
bids which seem to say “we
like you enough to have you
join our group, and you can
only join if we invite you” are
concentrated into a week’s
time. The potential Greek
must make some big decisions
with little time to think about
them. One has to decide which
group one likes, and whether
or not to join that group.
But that is not how it
works. The fraternity picks
th e member, n ot th e oth er way
around. Let’s look at this as
pect ofth e Greek System. Let’s
say that there is a Freshman,
we’ll call him X, and he has
decided that the goal of his
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Conservative Corner
by J.P. Fernandes

social life is to be a member of
Fraternity Y. He goes through
rush, and all the fraternities
except Y invite him to their
parties later in the week, and
all the fraternities but Y send
him bids. Why? Because even
though X liked Frat Y, the
members of Frat Y thought
that X would not fit into their
group. Consequently, X joins
another fraternity, and spends
the rest ofhis days senselessly
disliking Frat Y for not pick
ing him.
Sure, fraternities and
sororities are not just about
sealingyourselfoffinto a group
and classification (Greek,
Member of Y). They are also
about senseless competition
with other people, simply be
cause they are members of
other groups, parties and
formals with other people just
because they are Greek, meals
with just your Greek brothers
in your Greek house, and
friendship with other people
just because they are Greek.
To be fair, I should mention
that “a fraternity or sorority
builds character, leadership
skills, and sense of responsi

bility to community.”
My room m ate ju s t
pointed out that Paula Abdul
thinks that “Rush Rush” is
the best thing in the world.
Well, maybe not as good as
Vibeology, but close. But I’ve
never really liked Paula Abdul,
and you should think care
fully before rushing to follow
her advice.
Think about why you
want to join a Greek society.
Is it because if you don’t join,
some people won’t be your
friends anymore? That is not
real friendship. Is it because
you want to go to the parties?
Guess what? You can go to
them anyway, and ifyou can’t,
then throw your own. If, how
ever, your reason to join is
that you think it will be a
valuable part of your college
experience, go for it. Just do
everyone a favor—try not to
lose contact with the rest of
the campus. You can lose some
friends that you never real
ized you had until you miss
eating with them at Downer.
Really.

With the upcomingpresidential election the Demo
crats are hard pressed to find a candidate to seriously
challenge George Bush (or whom ever gets the G.O.P.
nomination). Afler viewing the televised Democratic
primary “debate” this author is left with several ques
tions. First, do any of the candidates have the oratory
and leadership skills to entice a more conservative
nation into a liberal point of view? Second, do any of
these candidates have detailed plans to support their
political agenda? All are offering the same thing, na
tional health, aiding the middle class, and making the
U.S. competitive again. Finally, one might ask can the
Democrats beat the G.O.P. in the national election? I
believe the answer to all of these questions is NO. To
address the first question one mainly needs to see the
televised debate to discover the lack of speech and
debate skills that each of the candidates posses. The
one possible exception is Sen. Tom Harkin, who akins
himself to the tough talking new deal Democrat of the
1930’s. His abrasive straight forward style possibly
could be what audiences are looking for. However, he
is from the more liberal end of the Democratic party,
thus scaring away many of the middle of the road
Democrats who converted to Republicans during the
1980’s. The answer to the second and more important
question comes from the candidates own mouths. All of
the candidates were asked how they were going to
implement their political agenda, and the responses
were almost comical. For instance when Sen. Harkin
was asked about his national health plan he admitted
that he hasn’t really thought about it yet. Responding
to a different question Sen. Bob Kerry from Nebraska
said “In the end it's possible that I don’t catch on”. In
fact none of the candidates have details about their
political agenda, or they simply feel that we the people
are not ready for their plan s. This appears to be a major
stumbling block for the Democrats. The lack of plan
ning truthfully portrays the candidates as unfocused
and unorganized, and putting issues aside, who in their
right mind could vote for a man who doesn’t know how
he is going to implement his plans for the nation.
With the loss of New York Gov. Cumo in the
presidential race the Democrats are left politically
bankrupt. The candidates seem unfocused and lack the
leadersh ip skills necessary to compete with the G.O.P/s
incumbent which will give the republicans four more
years of the presidency.

In The Lawrentian.. .by Mike Wendt
75 years ago - The

Showing, at no cost for admission at the
Wriston Art Center on Wed. Jan. IS at 7:00 p.m.
The

event is sponsored

by the Sexual j Awareness

Committee

Theta Gamma Rho national
hiking fraternity establishes
a chapter at Lawrence. The
goal of the fraternity is ato
conserve health by encourag
ing walking”.
-A Lawrence student at
tends the Intercollegiate Pro
hibition Association conven
tion. The I. P.A. convention
was held to determine the role
of colleges “in safeguarding
America against the ravages
of rom".
50 years ago - Citizen
Kane is playing at the Rio
theater.
-ArecordingofPresident
Roosevelt’s declaration ofwar
on Japan can be purchased at
Meyer-Seeger Music Co. for a
mere 75 cents. Something that
“record collectors and history
students will want to own”.
25 years ago - The
Lawrence Student Senate will
sponsor a series on political
extremism. A Marxist and a
representative from the John
Birth Society are among the

scheduled speakers.

-The Student Senate
passes a measure that will allow drinking on campus dur
ing special occasions. Propo
nents ofthe measure cited that
it would bring students to
gether as more of a “family*,
while opponents that on-cam
pus drinking might result in
“disorderliness” among some
of the students.
10years ago -There isa
growing debate in Appleton
over the proposed Fox River
Mall. The mall, opponents
fear, would force the Prange’s
and Gimbel's department
stores in downtown Appleton
to close their doors, seriously
affecting the downtown busi
ness area. Among the oppo
nents ofthe mall are Appleton
mayor Dorothy Johnson and
Lawrence president Richard
Warch.
-Viking Room student
managers question the need
for two head residents to act
as V.R. “babysitters".

Entertainment
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Prize winning pianist,
Garrick Ohlsson, to
perform at Lawrence
The Lawrence Univer
sity Artists Series presents
A m erican-born
p ia n ist
Garrick Ohlsson on Friday,
January 24 at 8 p.m. in the
I awrence Chapel.
Ohlsson is one of the fore
most pianists of our time ap
pearing regularly as a recital
ist. Garrick Ohlsson has col
laborated with such major art
ists as soprano Jessye
Norman, clarinetist Richard
Stoltzman, cellist Heinrich
Schiff, and the Cleveland,
Emmerson, Guameri, Takacs
and Tokyo String Quartets.
During 1990-91, he re
corded three Chopin CD’s (be
ginning a complete Chopin
cycle), and a Haydn CD fea
turing the “London Sonatas”.
His Telarc recording of the
Busoni Concerto with the
Cleveland Orchestra under
Christoph von Dohnanyi was
Grammy-nominated as “Best
Classical Album of the Year”
in 1990.
When Ohlsson entered
The Julliard School at 13years
of age, a distinct aptitude for
mathematics and languages
placed him in accelerated
classes, but his earliest career
objective remained in concert
stage. Although he won First
Prizes at the 1966 Busoni
Competition in Italy and 1968
Montreal Piano Competition,
it was his Gold Medal at the
1970 Chopin Competition in
Warsaw that assured his in
ternational stature.

f\

(photo by Martin Reichenthal)

Ohlsson’s program a t
Law rence
includes
Beethoven’s Sonata in A-flat
Major, Opus 110 and Sonata
in F, Opus 57 (Appassionata),
and Chopin’s Introduction and
variations in B-flat Major,
Opus 112; Allegro de concert,
Opus 46; Scherzo No. 1 in B
minor, Opus 20; and the
Scherzo No. 2 in B-flat minor,
Opus 31.
Tickets are available at
the Lawrence Box Office at
$15 and $13.50 for adults.
$12.50 and $10 for senior citi
zens and students. The box
office is located at 115 South
Drew Street, and it is open
from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m., Mon
day through Saturday. Call
832-6749 for more informa
tion or to charge tickets on
Visa or Mastercard.

Lawrence Arts Umbrella Feature “Present Music” Concert
“Present Music,” the con
temporary and critically ac
claimed Milwaukee-based mu
sic ensemble, will perform at
Lawrence University Wednes
day, Jan. 15 at 8:30 p.m. in
Harper Hall of the MusicDrama Center.
Sponsored by the stu

dent-faculty supported Arts
Umbrella, the concert will fea
ture a new work by Roberto
Sierra, composer-in-resident
with the Milwaukee Sym
phony Orchestra. Under the
direction of Kevin Stalheim,
Present Music is currently in
its tenth season. During the

past ten years, the ensemble
has earned a reputation as a
vital part of Milwaukee’s ar
tistic community and is emerg
ing as one of the leadingforces
in new music today.
In addition to Sierra’s
most recent composition, the
evening’s program will include

“Bongo 0 ” by Robert Sierra,
“Four for Tango” by Astor
Piazzolla, and “Shaker Loops”
by John Adams.
Tickets are available at
the Lawrence Box Office, 115
S. Drew, at $6.00 for adults,
$4.00 for senior citizens and
students. Box Office hours are

12:30 to 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Tickets
can be charged to Visa or
Mastercard by calling (414)
832-6749.
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L aw rence p resen ts
retrospective exhibit
by artist Alonzo Davis
Alonzo Davis will
mount a partial retrospec
tive ofhis woven canvas and
paper paintings at the
W riston A rt C enter,
Lawrence University. The
show, “Strokes of Color: A
Partial Retrospective” will
be exhibited from January
10 to February 28, 1992.
Born in Tuskeegee,
Alabama, Davis later relo
cated to Los Angeles, Cali
fornia where he was raised
and educated. He is now
Dean ofthe San Antonio Art
Institute in San Antonio,
Texas. Davis holds an MFA
and BFA from the Otis Art
Institute and a BA from
Pepperdine College, both in
Los Angeles. He has exhib
ited throughout the United
States, Germany, Finland
and Japan. His work is in
corporate collections in Los
Angeles, San Francisco,
Oakland, Sacramento, Or
lando, and Washington,
D.C. Private collectors who
own his work include Ed
Bradley, CBS News, New
York; Bill Crosby, New
Monica; and Sidney Poitier,
Los Angeles.
Featured in the exhi
bition will be the “Blanket
Series” begun in 1980, in
spired by American buffalo
hides and the concept of
blanket as “spirit catcher."
The series evolved from
paintings or stretched can
vas to paintings on strips of
cloth oflen suspended by
cords connected at each corner or painted dowels.
States Davis, “The ‘Blan
ket Series’ is not a literal
but a conceptual attempt to
weave the fabric of my life
experiences. Although
quilts, baskets, blankets,
hides, clotheslines, rugs,
tapa and dyed cloth are com
mon cultural elements that
I draw from in the ‘Blanket
Series,’ I do not attempt to

replicate these objects but use
them as creative launching
pads.”
Davis has also created a
number of public art works
and murals. The most famous
is the Olympic Mural Series
on the Harbor Freeway in Los
Angeles created in 1984. A
community arts activist, Davis
has served as an artist in resi
dence at public high schools
and an arts consultant to the
California Arts Council, the
South Carolina Arts Commis
sion, and the Association of
American Cultures. The push
and pull of creative drive and
social responsibility are the
hallmarks of Davis’life, creat
ing ever-wideningcircles ofcol
lective arts activity.
Davis will be a visiting
artist at Lawrence University
from January 26 through Feb
ruary 1, 1992 where he will
create an installation piece
with the students and will
deliver a public lecture about
his work on January 28 at 7
p.m. in the Worcester Audito
rium, Wriston Art Center. A
reception for the artist is
ary 31, 7-9 p.m.
For information about
the exhibition or public lec
tu re , please contact Tim
Rodgers, Curator, Wriston Art
Center or the Public Affairs
office at Lawrence University.
Contact Mary Lynn Perry, the
artist’s agent, to schedule an
interview with the artist. She
can be reached at (916) 9334004 Monday through Friday,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Pacific Stan
dard Time).
The Wriston Art Center
Gallery of Lawrence Univer
sity is located ju st south of
College Avenue on South Lawe
Street in Appleton. Gallery
hours are Monday to Friday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday 10
a.m. to 2 p.m., and Sunday 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibition
and lecture are free and open
to the public.

BUSINESS EDEpTQR NEEDED
5% commission on all ads
if interested contact the
Lawrentian office at ext. 6768
or Dave at ext. 7625

A crylic o n W oven C an vas by A lonzo D a v is

Weekly Crossword

Dr. SetlSS

"

"

By Gerry Frey
©

ACROSS

1

"The 500 ____..."

5

Cash

All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

Small fresh water fish
14 Reverberate
15 Cat In The Hat Charac
ter
16 Detest
17
Pool: Seuss
Book
19 Genetic initials
20 Edie's partner
21 Grinch shoe size
23 Deserve
26 Compass abbrevs.
27 Sun. talk
30 Chairs
32 A moral principle
36 "He Took The Who
10

38 Not quite___
______:lesser
39 Verdi opera
40 Merry Christmas
42 Film critic James
43
45
47
48
49
50
52
54
58
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71
1
2
3
4

5
6
Rich biscuits
7
Editors
8
Actor Broderick & others 9
Having hustle bustle
10
Follows OPQ
11
NRAeg
12
Uppity person
13
NASA era
18
The Grinch Hated This
22
Edward_____:Brit. politl- 24
cal scientist
25
Suess Book
27
Aleutian Island
Upper crust
28
Night In Paris
29
Joan______:Folk singer 31
Classified
33
Supersonh transports
34
35
DOWN
Sews the edges
37
CPA concern
38
Biblical pronoun
41
Unravel

Air spd. indicator
Droop
Vegas machine
Mr. John & family
Iron Mike

The Grinch’s Pet Peeve
Suspend
The Beehive State
Choice
Rent
Plumbing joints
Leases
Treaty org.
Involuntary muscular
contraction
Female name
Place the period again
Nicholas and Peter
Much larger
Hockey players
Word with hope or
medicine
California city
Head Chipmunk
Tennis terms

44
46
48
51
53
54
5
56
57
59
60

Belng:Latin
Presses
African republic
More secure
Gifts
Strikebreaker
5
cake
Comedian Johnson
Way out
Intensive Care Units
Short play
61 Superlative endings
64 Citizen of
65 Actor Beatty

EXTRA INCOME '92 *

Earn $200-500 weekly mail
ing 1992 travel brochures.
For more information send a
addressed stamped envelope
to: J.R. Travel, P.O. Box
^612291, Miami, FL 33161 j

The answers will be displayed in next week's issue of T h e L a w r e n tia n
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V iking m en lea d at half,
but fall to Ripon
ning of the second half to Men’s Statistics
The Viking men's basket bring the capacity crowd at P l a y e r fg 3fg rb as PP3
ball team showed the Ripon Alexander to its feet. The D ’ln g h m 41 18 22 16 18
Redmen th at they came to play Redmen's Brad Alberts re
R ynd ers 42 9 30 11 14
in Friday night's conference sponded, however, with two
showdown, but the Redmen long 3-points of his own, and S co tt ., 25 17 43 21 9
overcame a halflime deficit to with nine minutes left in regu H a a se. , 7 - 5 10 7
lation the game was tied.
defeat LU 71-64.
Lofgren. 22 - 45 6 6
The shots then started
Ripon jumped out to an
D m brski.10 2 20 24 4
early 18-8 lead when a spirited falling for Ripon, while there
R itz ......... 7 - 24 3 3
Viking rally turned the game seemed to be a lid on the bas
Schn'der 7 - 21 5 3
ket
on
the
Viking
side.
Ripon
around.
1 3 4 2
After a flagrant foul by blew open a close game by
Ripon's Kory Schneider left the taking a 15-point lead with Zulauf. .....2 1 1 1 2
Vikes Ross Rynders on the floor two minutes to play.
4 1
A late comeback by the L o d e s..... 4 2 9
for minutes, LU rallied, and
TEA M ..177 50 296 109 66
led by Joel Dillingham's 11 Vikes, including a rare 4-point
OPP___ 176 42 347 90 62
points, the Vikings took a 34- play by Todd Dembroski was
not enough. The Viking loss s t a t s updated a s of 1/14
26 lead into halftime.
Russ Scott then hit two dropped them to 4-3, includ
3-point baskets in the begin- ing an 0-2 conference record.
by F red A n d eraen

Russ Scott drives for a layup against Ripon Friday
Photo py Roger Duncan

V iking sk aters drop to St.
N orbert twice--6-5 and 11-2

I
Reed P a rk e r and th e Vikes play S to u t th is w eekend
Rick Peterson Photo

M

id w e s t

C

o nference

BASKETBALL

PREVIEW

Despite goals by Sam
Tijan and Chris Hermes, the
LU hockey team dropped its
second straight game with a
11-2 loss to St. Norbert at TriCounty Ice arena.
The Vikings now sit with

LAWRENCE:
The Lawrence women's team has been involved
in several close games throught the early season,
but the team has yet to show the consistent play
that had been prevalent at Alexander Gym over
the last two seasons. Tonight's game will be an
important test of the Vikings' capability to play
40 minutes of solid basketball while minimizing
mistakes.
ST. NORBERT:
The Green Knights will be trying to avenge last
year’s 20-point MC tournament loss to the Vikes.

Wednesday J5 Friday
7:00

Women's Basketball
CONFERENCE OPENER

LU's women'sbaskethall
team played nationallyranked Cardinal Stritch Col
lege last Wednesday and came
up just short, losing 42-38 in a
h ard -fo u g h t
b a ttle
at
Alexander Gym.
Despite holding th eir
opponents to under 30% shoot
ing, the Vikings fell for the
second straight game against
a highly-ranked opponent.
In their previous game,
against Division II University
of Tampa, the Vikes took the
game to overtime before drop
ping a 73-66 decision.
The lead in Wednesday's
game see-sawed throughout
the second half, with LU hold
ing a one-point lead after a
Barb Huss turnaround jump

17 Saturday 18

7:30

Hockey
Vs. UW-Stout

Vs. St.Norbert
Hockey at Tri-County, Basketball at Alexander, Swimming
at Rec Center; Hockey and Basketball: Fan Buses_______

St. Norhert needed an
overtime goal to pull out a 6-5
victory over LU.
"That game was the best
game I’ve seen us play in a
long while," senior captain
Mark Hengerer said.

V ik in g w om en fa ll sh o rt
tw ice, prepare for MC season
by Fred A ndersen

Wednesday night, 7:00:
Lawrence Women
vs.
St. Norbert College

a 1-2-1 record heading into
next weekend's two game se
ries with UW-Stout.
The previous Wednes
day, the Vikings played a
much closer game aginst the
Knights.

1:30

Swimming
Triple Duel Meet
2:00 (changed time)
Hockey Vs. Stout

shot with 4:30 left.
After Stritch regained Women’s Statistics
the lead, Lori Lubs, with three
m inutes rem aining, hit a Player fg ft rb as ppg
baseline jum per to tie the O'Neil...56 31 38 25 16
game at 36.
Lofgren 33 23 56 11 10
Stritch was able to hit
the key shots down th e stretch, Tomter..33 10 35 32 8
however, and as a result, Huss..... 18 13 3 1 4 5
raised its record to 11-2.
The task did not get any L’thrs... 18 8 55 1 5
easier for the Vikings on Sun Lubs...... 17 4 31 18 4
day, when another top-notch Seegers. 9 13 37 11 3
team , Division II UWGower.... 4 1 5 - 3
Parkside, visited Alexander.
The Vikes held a two Crook..... 4 1 11 1 1
point lead with 12 minutes to
play on a Barb Huss lay-up, Steele... 1 - 10 7 1
butParkside came through Nelson....1 - 12 1 0
with a clutch three-point bas TEAM .194 104 373 113 55
ket in the final minute to clinch
O P P ....197 91 396116 56
a 60-51 victory.
S tats updated as of 1/14

Coach

___ cont. from p. 11

for 31 years. In that span,
Roberts coached the football
team for 19 seasons, including
a ten-year span which saw the
Vikings go 77-15. Roberts also
coached LU to the national
semifinals of the NCAA Divi
sion III playoffs in 1981. He
then stepped aside from his
football coaching and athletic
directing duties in 1985.

Roberts will continue to
coach the wrestling and track
teams during the current sea
son and the next season.
Roberts has told Presi
dent Warch, however, that he
will retire from Lawrence fol
lowing the 1992-93 academic
year.
Rick Peterson contributed to
this story.

Tuesday, January 14,1992
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Former coach Roberts
takes over football, A D .
positions
by Fred A ndersen

Ron Roberts is the new head football coach and
athletic director; he replaces Rich Agness

The vacancies of head
football coach and athletic di
rector have been filled at L.U.-at least temporarily. Ron Rob
erts has accepted both posi
tions on an interim basis, and
he has begun his duties as of
January 1.
In makingthe announce
ment, Lawrence president Ri

chard Warch said that Dean
of Faculty Jim Dana and he
would conduct a national
search for the permanent re
placement for Rich Agness,
who announced his resigna
tion in November. "Concerned
about the continuity of the
athletic program on the one
hand and the status of the
football program on the other,

we naturally turned to Ron
Roberts for his help and guid
ance," Warch said.
Roberts takes over a foot
ball team that ended the 1991
season on a hot streak, win
ning its last two games, includinga26-0 win over Ripon.
Roberts has worked for
the LU athletic department
please see Coach, page 10

Women hoopsters fin ish 1-1 in Florida
by Mike Spofford

The Lawrence women’s
basketball team travelled to
Florida this past winter break,
taking on two Division II
schools and returning with an
impressive victory and a tough
overtime loss.
The Vikes defeated St.
Leo Collegeintheirfirstgame
in Florida by a final score of
62-59. Down by five points at
halflime, Lawrence shot 46%
from the field in the second
half to emerge with the three-

point victory. For the game, The Vikes once again had a
LU shot 44% from the field strong second half, overcomand 83% from the free throw inga nine-point halflime defi
line.
cit to tie the game at 59 at the
Senior tri-captain Sarah end of regulation.
But
O’Neil led the Vikes with 26 Tampa’s 83% field goal shoot
points, while junior Kather ing in the extra session was
ine Lofgren and senior Barb just too much for LU.
Huss added nine apiece. Huss
“The Tampa team is
and junior Vickie Leathers tied probably the best team we’ll
for the team lead in rebounds see all year,” said head coach
with six each.
Amy Proctor. “It was a great
Next Lawrence took on game for our team. Everyone
the University of Tampa and came together. Defensively
suffered a 73-66 overtime loss. everybody had a great game,”

she added.
O’Neil scored the 1,000th
point of her LU career on her
way to leading the team with
29 points. She is the first
woman ever at Lawrence to
have a 1,000-point career.
Junior tri-captain Krista
Tomter added eight points,
while Lofgren also scored eight
and pulled down a team-lead
ing 10 rebounds.
LU will open the confer
ence season this Wednesday
at home against St. Norbert.

Sarah O'Neil topped the
career 1,000 point mark

Broomball
season on thin
ice

The ground under the broomball rink currently does not contain enough frost to
allow it to be flooded and frozen properly Photo by Roger Duncan

Men play two close gam es
dow n S ou th -w in one
LU's men's basketball
team continued its season
during Christmas break with
two gam es in southern
Florida. The Vikes split two
games.
On the 19th of December
the Vikings nipped Palm
Beach Atlantic College 81-77.
The game marked the LU de
but of junior tranfer guard
Craig Haase, who sat out the

first four games of the season while Russ Scott added 19 in
with a severly sprained ankle. the Vikes second loss of the
Haase scored 13 points and year.
The Vikings handled the
dished out three assists to con
tribute to the season’s fourth ball very well on their Florida
win. Joel Dillingham led LU trip; they turned the ball over
only nine times in each game.
with 21 points.
The following day, the Rebounding continued to be a
Vikings travelled to Miami weakness for this year’s Vi
and fell short, losing 74-71 to king team: LU recorded a 24Miami Christian College. Ross rebound deficit on their twoRynders scored 25 points, game trip.

according to Armitage, "like a
Because of an extended sponge.”
period of warmer than normal
The traditional intram u
w eather in Appleton, this ral broomball competition will
season's broomball ice rink is most likely have to be moved
in jeopardy.
back until a long period of be
Physical plant worker low-freezing tem peratures
Jim Armitage said that too gives the ground a chance to
little frost currently exists harden.
under the ground in front of
If a cold spell does not
Ormsby Hall. A prior attempt soon hit Appleton, then ac
to flood the spot of the rink cording to Armitage, the rink
was unsuccessful when the might not be in condition to be
ground absorbed the water, formed this year.

MSOE fa lls to
V iking m en

Rynders hit 8 of 9 shots

The LU men's basket
ball team broke open a tie
game with an 18-0 run and
then cruised to an 83-59 win
over the Milwaukee School of
Engineering.
The Vikes were led by
Joel Dillingham’s 21 points,
Ross Rynders’ eight of nine
shooting from the field, and
Russ Scott's 18 points._____
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V iking m en lead at half,
but fall to Ripon
by F red A n d e r s e n

ning of the second half to
bring
the capacity crowd at
The Viking men's basket
ball team showed the Ripon Alexander to its feet. The
Redmen thatthey came to play Redmen’s Brad Alberts re
in Friday night's conference sponded, however, with two
showdown, but the Redmen long 3-points of his own, and
overcame a halflime deficit to with nine minutecleflin regu
lation the game was tied.
defeat LU 71-64.
The shots then started
Ripon jumped out to an
falling
for Ripon, while there
early 18-8 lead when a spirited
seemed
to be a lid on the bas
Viking rally turned the game
ket
on
the
Viking side. Ripon
around.
blew
open
a close game by
After a flagrant foul by
taking
a
15-point
lead with
Ripon's Kory Schneider left the
two
minutes
to
play.
Vikes Ross Rynders on the floor
A late comeback by the
for minutes, LU rallied, and
led by Joel Dillingham's 11 Vikes, includinga rare4-point
points, the Vikings took a 34- play by Todd Dembroski was
not enough. The Viking loss
26 lead into halflime.
Russ Scott then hit two dropped them to 4-3, includ
3-point baskets in the begin ing an 0-2 conference record.

i

i f —' *

Reed P a rk e r an d the Vikes play S to u t th is w eekend
F :dc Peterson Photo

M id w e s t C o n f e r e n c e
BASKETBALL

PREVIEW

Men’s Statistics
P la y e r fg

as pp?
D ’ln gh m 41 18 22 16 18
R ynders 42 9 30 11 14
S c o tt....... 25 17 43 21 9
H a a s e ..... 7 5 10 7
Lofgren. 22 - 45 6 6
D m brski.10 2 20 24 4
R itz......... 7 - 24 3 3
Schn'der 7 - 21 5 3
B r u ss....... 1 1 3 4 2
Z ulauf.,....2 1 1 1 2
L odes...... 4 2 9 4 1
TEAM ..177 50 296 109 66
OPP...... 176 42 347 90 62
stats updated as o f 1/14
3fg

rb

Photo py Roger Duncan

V iking skaters drop to St.
N orbert tw ice-6 -5 and 11-2
Despite goals by Sam
Tijan and Chris Hermes, the
LU hockey team dropped its
second straight game with a
11-2 loss to St. Norbert at TriCounty Ice arena.
The Vikings now sit with

LU's women’sbasketball
t eam played nat i onal l y-

LAWRENCE:
The Lawrence women's team has been involved
in several close games throught the early season,
but the team has yet to show the consistent play
that had been prevalent at Alexander Gym over
the last two seasons. Tonight’s game will be an
important test of the Vikings' capability to play
40 minutes of solid basketball while minimizing
mistakes.
ST. NORBERT:
The Green Knights will be trying to avenge last
year's 20-point MC tournament loss to the Vikes.

ranked Cardinal Stritch Col
lege last Wednesday and came
up just short, losing42-38in a
h ard -fo u g h t
b a ttle
at
Alexander Gym.
Despite holding th eir
opponents to under 30% shoot
ing, the Vikings fell for the
second straight game against
a highly-ranked opponent.
In their previous game,
against Division II University
of Tampa, the Vikes took the
game to overtime before drop
ping a 73-66 decision.
The lead in Wednesday’s
game see-sawed throughout
the second half, with LU hold
ing a cne-point lead afler a
Barb Huss turnaround jump

7:00

Women's Basketball
CONFERENCE OPENER

Friday

17

7:30

Hockey
Vs. UW-Stout

Vs. St.Norbert
Hockey at Tri-County, Basketball at Alexander, Swimming
at Rec Center; Hockey and Basketball: Fan Buses________

St. Norbert needed an
overtime goal to pull out a 6-5
victory over LU.
T h a t game was the best
game I ’ve seen us play in a
long while,’’ senior captain
Mark Hengerer said.

shot with 4:30 left.
After Stritch regained Women s Statistics
thelead, Ix>ri Lubs, with three
minutes rem aining, hit a Player fg ft rb as p p g
baseline jumper to tie the O'Neil...56 31 38 25 16
game at 36.
Lofgren 33 23 56 11 10
Stritch was able to hit
the key shots down th e stretch, Tomter..33 10 35 32 8
however, and as a result, Huss.... 18 13 31 4 5
raised its record to 11-2.
The task did not get any L'thrs... 18 8 55 1 5
easier for the Vikings on Sun Lubs..... 17 4 31 18 4
day, when another top-notch Seegers. 9 13 37 11 3
team , Division II UWGower....4 1 5 - 3
Parkside, visited Alexander.
The Vikes held a two Crook.... 4 1 11 1 l
point lead with 12 minutes to
play on a Barb Huss lay-up, Steele... 1 - 10 7 1
butParkside came through Nelson....l - 12 1 0
with a clutch three-point bas T E A M .194 104 373 113 55
ket in the final minute to clinch
O P P ....1 9 7 91 396 116 56
a 60-51 victory.
S tats 'jpdated as of 1/14

Coach

To A ttend
Wednesday 1 5

a 1-2-1 record heading into
next weekend's two game se
ries with UW-Stout.
The previous Wednes
day, the Vikings played a
much closer game aginst the
Knights.

V ik in g w om en fall sh o rt
tw ice, prepare for MC season
by Fred A ndersen

W ednesday night, 7:00:
Law rence Women
vs.
St. Norbert C ollege

Russ Scott drives for a layup against Ripon Friday

Saturday

18

1:30

Swimming
Triple Duel Meet
2:00 (changed time)

Hockey Vs. Stout

__ cont. from p. 11

for 31 years. In that span,
Roberts will continue to
Roberts coached the football coach the wrestling and track
team for 19 seasons, including teams during the current sea
a ten-year span which saw the son and the next season.
Roberts has told Presi
Vikings go 77-15. Roberts also
coached LU to the national dent Warch, however, that he
semifinals of the NCAA Divi will retire from Lawrence fol
sion III playoffs in 1981. He lowing the 1992-93 academic
then stepped aside from his year.
football coaching and athletic Rick Peterson contributed to
directing duties in 1985.
this story.

Tuesday, January 14, 1992
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Former coach Roberts
takes over football, A.D.
positions
by Fred Andersen

Ron R oberts is the new head football coach and
ath letic director; he replaces Rich Agness

The vacancies of head
football coach and athletic di
rector have been filled at L.U.-at least temporarily. Ron Rob
erts has accepted both posi
tions on an interim basis, and
he has begun his duties as of
January 1.
In makingthe announce
ment, Lawrence president Ri

chard Warch said that Dean
of Faculty Jim Dana and he
would conduct a national
search for the permanent re
placement for Rich Agness,
who announced his resigna
tion in November. "Concerned
about the continuity of the
athletic program on the one
hand and the status of the
football program on the other,

we naturally turned to Ron
Roberts for his help and guid
ance,” Warch said.
Roberts takes over a foot
ball team that ended the 1991
season on a hot streak, win
ning its last two games, includinga26-0 win over Ripon.
Roberts has worked for
the LU athletic department
please see Coach, page 10

Women hoopsters fin ish 1-1 in Florida
by Mike Spofford

The Lawrence women’s
basketball team travelled to
Florida this past winter break,
taking on two Division II
schools and returning with an
impressive victory and a tough
overtime loss.
The Vikes defeated St.
Leo College in their firstgame
in Florida by a final score of
62-59. Down by five points at
halftime, Lawrence shot 46%
from the field in the second
half to emerge with the three-

point victory. For the game, The Vikes once again had a
LU shot 44% from the field strong second half, overcomand 83% from the free throw inga nine-pointhalflime defi
line.
cit to tie the game at 59 at the
Senior tri-captain Sarah end of regulation.
But
O’Neil led the Vikes with 26 Tampa’s 83% field goal shoot
points, while junior Kather ing in the extra session was
ine Lofgren and senior Barb just too much for LU.
Huss added nine apiece. Huss
“The Tampa team is
and junior Vickie Leathers tied probably the best team we’ll
for the team lead in rebounds see all year,” said head coach
with six each.
Amy Proctor. “It was a great
Next Lawrence took on game for our team. Everyone
the University of Tampa and came together. Defensively
suffered a 73-66 overtime loss. everybody had a great game,”

she added.
O’Neil scored the 1,000th
point of her LU career on her
way to leading the team with
29 points. She is the first
woman ever at Lawrence to
have a 1,000-point career.
Juniortri-captain Krista
Tomter added eight points,
while Lofgren also scored eight
and pulled down a team-lead
ing 10 rebounds.
LU will open the confer
ence season this Wednesday
at home against St. Norbert.

Sarah O'Neil to p p ed th e
c a re e r 1,000 p o in t m ark

Broomball
season on thin
ice

The ground under the broomball rink currently does not contain enough frost to
allow it to be flooded and frozen properly Photo by Roger Duncan

Men play two close gam es
dow n S o u th -w in one
LU's men's basketball
team continued its season
during Christmas break with
two gam es in southern
Florida. The Vikes split two
games.
On the 19th ofDecember
the Vikings nipped Palm
Beach Atlantic College 81-77.
The game marked the LU de
but of junior tranfer guard
Craig Haase, who sat out the

first four games of the season
with a severly sprained ankle.
Haase scored 13 points and
dished out three assists to con
tribute to the season's fourth
win. Joel Dillingham led LU
with 21 points.
The following day, the
Vikings travelled to Miami
and fell short, losing 74-71 to
Miami Christian College. Ross
Rynders scored 25 points,

while Russ Scott added 19 in
the Vikes second loss of the
year.
The Vikings handled the
ball very well on their Florida
trip; they turned the ball over
only nine times in each game.
Rebounding continued to be a
weakness for this year s Vi
king team: LU recorded a 24rebound deficit on their twogame trip.

according to Armitage, "like a
Because of an extended sponge."
period of warmer than normal
The traditional intramu
w eather in Appleton, this ral broomball competition will
season's broomball ice rink is most likely have to be moved
in jeopardy.
back until a long period of be
Physical plant worker low-freezing tem peratures
Jim Armitage said that too gives the ground a chance to
little frost currently exists harden.
under the ground in front of
If a cold spell does not
Ormsby Hall. A prior attempt soon hit Appleton, then ac
to flood the spot of the rink cording to Armitage, the rink
was unsuccessful when the might not be in condition to be
ground absorbed the water, formed this year.

MSOE fa lls to
V iking m en

R ynders h it 8 of 9 shots

The LU men's basket
ball team broke open a tie
game with an 18-0 run and
then cruised to an 83-59 win
over the Milwaukee School of
Engineering.
The Vikes were led by
Joel Dillingham s 21 points,
Ross Rynders eight of nine
shooting from the field, and
Russ Scott s 18 points._____

etc.

page 12
(Birch cont. from p. 1)
-The Environmental Pro
tection Agency far oversteps
its protective functions as gov
ernment. If there is a need for
pollution control, it is the
states’ responsibility. Ninety
percent of the EPA’s existence
is fabricated—the EPA will
exaggerate environm ental
problems to perpetuate its ex
istence. Financial boycott of
polluting companies is a bet
ter solution.
-Graduated income tax
should be abolished; the Six
teenth Amendment must be
repealed. While the John Birch
Society currently obeys the
amendment because it is a part
of the Constitution, they will
strive to repeal it. Charity
would be able to take care of
the indigent, since Americans
give sufficient amounts to
charitable causes already.
-The Department of Edu
cation should be eliminated
because it dictates what all
children should learn. Public
schools should be communityrun, as they were in the past.
Any person who desires an
education enough can get an
education—the world does not
owe anyone an education.
-The John Birch Society
is neither aligned with any
political parties, nor “White
Cause." The organization
works solely for its own inter
ests and priorities. The group
is conservative, and members
vote individually.
-George Bush is not a
good president because he is
an “in te rn a tio n a list.” the
United States is more impor
tant than the United Nations.
-The media depicts a dis
torted image ofthe John Birch
Society. This hampers its ef
forts, and biases by many
people against the organiza
tion.
-The John Birch Society
does not discriminate against
homosexuals, and is not rac
ist. Anyone may join the orga
nization to defend the Consti
tution, regardless of his or her
background; the society has
many minority members, and
predominantly Black chapters
exist in several states.
The Fireside Chat lasted
nearly two hours, and Mr.
Fotheringham was forced to
end the discussion to attend
another engagement His part
ing statement was, “we can
build a better world if we as
sume more responsibility for
ourselves.”
Afterwards, a student
said the speaker was “inter
esting, but kind of difficult to
believe.” A nother stu d en t
mentioned that the discussion
“changed [herl views” about
the John Birch Society.

T he L aw rentian

(Roskop cont. from p. 3)
bly causing changes in the
weather patterns.
In light of all of this
damage, this question comes
to mind: “Was the war worth
it?” AbdullahToukan, science
adviser to King Hussein ofJor
dan, sums up the situation
well by saying, “Strategically
it was senseless. The only
casualty was the environ
ment.” I think I’d have to
agree.

the first Scream

Wa sfo r H elr
the Second
Is For Ju stice
THE

ACCUSED
The case that challenged the system
and shocked a nation.
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